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SUMMER NEWSLETTER 2011 
                      ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Shock Cord: Elastic rope whose sudden unfastening at a critical moment comes as a complete surprise.

 
A hearty welcome one and all  
and here we are again -yet another 

edition of TOGLINE.  Heigh Ho! 

I do hope you look forward to the 

anticipatory “plop” as it drops 

through your letterbox, triggering 

past memories – hopefully good 

ones – as we head towards 

Autumn.  We can look back over the summer (?), with 

mixed feelings and fortunes.  What a contrast from 

month to month.  Crying out for rain and then praying 

for sunshine.  I have heard it said that there is 

absolutely nothing wrong with our climate – it’s just 

our weather!  Joking aside, judging by the reports we 

have received from the various expeditions during the 

year, we have had some marvellous times.  I cannot say 

too often how much those reports are appreciated.  I 

know it can be a bind to sit down and write them but, if 

you can see your way clear to keep them coming, I will 

do my best to ensure they are given full justice. 

On the subject of the submissions, could I put in a 

plea for “unformatted” reports and pictures separately?  

I can only apologise for not incorporating every photo 

as you would wish, and inserting them likewise, but I 

have to try and balance the items as best I can to fit into 

the appropriate space.  You will notice that the last 

pages of TOGLINE can vary quite considerably in their 

relatively “fixed” content, re the members of Council, 

their photos and the Sailing programme.  I know they 

won’t be offended  if they are left out and it does give 

me more space, to incorporate reports and pictures from 

yourselves. This, after all, is why we produce the 

Newsletter – a forum for you, the members!  Again, I 

can only thank those of you who have so kindly put 

finger to keyboard.  As I said before – please keep them 

coming. 

Our first Presiding Master and regular “Taffrail 

Tattle” contributor, Norman Allen, is to give up his 

column and pass it to another.  Thank goodness, we are 

still to have his contributions and forthright articles on 

an occasional basis “as the spirit moves”.  On behalf of 

all the members and on a personal note myself, I would 

like to thank him for all he has contributed over the 

years.  Please try and keep us in touch.   

The first contribution from our new Presiding Master, 

Neil Macfarlane (with a small “f”), has appeared.  I 

hope he can manage to keep up the work hitherto 

provided to the “Pushpit Prattle”column by our retired 

P.M. Keith Stedman. This edition’s offering for that 

column is a good lead-in to what, I trust, will be a 

fruitful partnership and for which I thank him most 

sincerely. 

The “Round the Island” article from Dave Bond was 

given additional impact by a report and pictures in the 

Telegraph of a collision between a yacht and a125,000 

ton tanker, just off Cowes at the weekend. How it could 

happen, I don’t know, but it ended up with a broken 

mast and two men overboard.  I know steam gives way 

to sail but…….!  We always give them the widest of 

berths and even the pilot boat warns you to keep clear! 

At the same time, a family cruiser off Weymouth 

sailed happily and unconcernedly through  a fleet of 

Olympic hopefuls having a practice session on the 

course.  It beggars belief at the sheer crassness of some 

people on the water.  What is the point of colregs if 

people are prepared to to ignore them totally?  It drives 

home the importance of having decent training such as 

that provided by our previous and current Training 

Masters, to whom we owe so much.  

I will now hand over the rest of the letter to people 

who have something interesting to say. Until October 

31
st
 when the Autumn Edition closes (with everything 

from you, of course –pretty please) – Happy Sailing! 

 
Ian.Calderwood 

19, St. John’s Close 

 Ryhall 

Stamford 

Lincs.  PE9 4HS 

Tel: (01780) 763748.  e-mail: berician@aol.com
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TAFFRAIL TATTLE –  by Norman Allen 
 

Ken Merryweather 

 
In the last issue I reported on Ken’s 

untimely demise and wrote a short 

paragraph to this effect. It was my 

intention to write another piece for this 

issue after the Inquest had been held but 

unfortunately the Isle of Man authorities had very little to go on 

with the result that an Open Verdict declared that he was 

drowned, and really that was all. 

In recent years Ken’s involvement with TOG has, of necessity, 

become non-existent. You cannot move houses in Austria, and 

also buy a small, very run-down bungalow, literally perched on a 

cliff edge on the Isle of Man’s west coast at the same time, 

without doing a lot of travelling and a lot of building work. Ann 

and I have been fortunate in that in his peregrinations across 

Europe he liked to come and stay with us for a couple of days or 

so. He so often came just when we had a “project” in hand and 

there was always plenty for him to do! He did keep up his sailing 

for he bought a very small cruiser and “parked” it in Croatia (for 

tax reasons – there were no flies on Ken!!!). 

In the early days of TOG Ken’s access to RNSA yachts and 

mine to RAFSA’s ensured that we could keep costs very low for 

our members. Also the yachts that were available to us were 

maintained to a very high standard (a definite plus when one 

compared it with many vessels that, at that time, were being 

offered by private companies). The resultant expeditions were 

always great fun and always resulted in new applications to join 

TOG being put forward, regardless of the weather conditions 

that had been endured. 

Ken’s involvement with TOG dates from its foundation upon 

the demise of the Toothill Flotilla. He, Bob Adam. David 

Brettle, Mike (Windmill) Lawrence, Mike (Plumber) Hall, 

David Attenborough and John Ellis were the skippers that 

together joined me in the foundation of the Trent Offshore 

Group. His contribution to the group will never be forgotten. 

 Ken was a character, one of life’s few, and the stories about 

him are still legion. Few of us will forget the tale of Maria’s new 

car that “drowned “at Newton Ferrers as the tide came in whilst 

they were both at a party at Nigel Williamson’s Yacht Club. 

There is an even better story that concerns a chum of his who 

stopped him on the way into Southwell to advise him that the 

police were checking tyre states as one entered the town. As he 

was driving his old country van, with decidedly worn tyres, he 

decided to “park” the vehicle behind a convenient hedge and to 

walk the two miles or so to his house and then return the next 

day. When he did return, he found that someone, thinking the 

old van had been abandoned, had removed the wheels (bald tyres 

and all). Ken was faced with removing the body and taking it to 

the scrap yard. 

Ken was, to say the least, a cautious man – ‘Shall we have a 

cup of tea Ann, and if we are careful, we can squeeze one for 

Norman from the same teabag!’ With us, and so many others, he 

was generous with his possessions, his time, his advice and his 

friendship. (Ann wrote this bit!). 

One could go on but this is an article about a great sailor and a 

true friend. We shall miss him. 

 

TAFFRAIL TATTLE – the future? 

“The time has come the walrus said to talk of many things”. 

One of them, no doubt, would be to discuss the future of this 

column. As many of you would say “He’s been rabbitting away 

in his column for years. It’s about time that he let someone else 

have a go.” How true! I admit. So I have decided that this will be 

my last Tattle. As we now have a new Presiding Master he will 

need regular column space so I shall “move over” and bequeath 

the title for Neil Macfarlane to use, thus allowing Keith to keep 

his Pulpit Prattle going. 

 It has been an enjoyable task for me and this will not be my 

last contribution, because I know that the Editor relies on the 

readers to give him material to publish. Thank you all for 

reading my column over the years and I trust that TOGLINE 

continues to prosper. 
PUSHPIT PRATTLE 

 by Neil Macfarlane  

Presiding Master                              

 
Reading Keith's article in the last 

TOGline brought to mind my own 

initiation into this splendid 

"organisation". Back in last century I attended RYA courses 

delivered by the late great Mike Hall at the then Brackenhurst 

College along with other now TOG stalwarts such as Stewart 

Cook - many of you will have been serially bored by my tale of 

Mike teaching navigation lights with the aid of a blackboard and 

blue, yellow and brown chalks. Anyway Mike introduced us to 

TOG and its sailexes (or sailices as in indices?) and we really 

never looked back after the experience of the Solent in October. 

Keith has handed over a large set of files to me including TOG 

Council minutes back to the inaugural meeting in 1991. A quick 

delve into those revealed a minute from November 2001, 

presumably written by Keith, that a new Administrator was 

required - "someone who could speel and atend regularly to 

enable the minuts to be takken". By the next meeting, that person 

had proved to be me - and thank goodness for spell checkers. 

So history repeats itself and I now find myself "presiding 

master". I shall eschew the addition of the "grand" that some 

wags sought to impose on Keith. However Council now finds 

itself short of an Administrator - which really is a simple job and 

hardly ever leads on to anything else. So if you fulfil the 

requirements outlined in the previous paragraph and wish to 

meet others interested in sailing in some nice pubs, then please 

make yourself known. By the way, we also need a social 

secretary, plus plenty of members willing to attend the odd 

social of course. Mark Davis organised a trip on the River Soar 

in two canal boats and the hardier souls who were not deterred 

by a light shower really enjoyed themselves. We also hope to 

have a social at Rutland Sailing Club in the near future. 

I shall close by thanking my predecessors in this role, Norman 

and Keith, for their hard work on behalf of TOG - and, in the 

case of Keith, for his recent dual service as treasurer and for 

remaining on Council "without portfolio". Now, just what is the 

difference between a taffrail and a pushpit? 
 

REPORTS 
 
Scottish Sailex 2011 – What really 
happened… 
by Peter Tytler 

 

My yacht, Slyngel, is a 22ft Westerly 

Cirrus, in which I have cruised the 

west coast of Scotland extensively. It 

cruises at 4 knots and I get very 

excited when we achieve 6.9 knots on a beam reach. We have 

ventured out in force 5 winds, but it is a bit of a strain on 

pensioner approaching 70, so F3 to 4 suits us best.  The 

accommodation is cramped, although Westerly did claim there 

was sleeping accommodation for 5. I guess people were smaller 
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and less demanding in 1970! You can imagine the joy of moving 

up to a palatial Sun Odyssey 44ft yacht. Only with TOG can one 

indulge in such luxury for £240 a week!  Thanks John.  With a 

crew of five, we each had a cabin, except for Neil, who as senior 

officer, occupied the admiral’s suite with its two heads and 

kitchen ensuite. He did have the inconvenience of a couple of 

ancient mariners, deferentially creeping past, trying vainly to 

reach the heads in the middle of the night without banging doors 

or clattering the shower drain cover.  

Eating on my boat involves two pans and the contents of tins. 

Also, we do run the risk of scurvy, not having enough space for 

necessary quantity of fruit juice. I had no idea, until this trip, that 

the prescribed weekly dose is 12 litres per person! I can only 

suppose that some crews have a more precautionary approach to 

health and safety at sea. On TOG cruises, we have our own chefs 

to rustle up haute cuisine meals, although the sous chef on our 

boat was not really up to scratch. He ruined the chef’s salade 

nicoise, by adding salad cream to the tuna. I was lucky to escape 

keelhauling. Not content with the initial provisioning from 

Tesco, John came equipped to provide us with fresh food. 

Complete with fishing rod and spinning lures, he almost 

emptied Tobermory Bay of mackerel. Being sous-chef and a 

biologist, my task was to gut the fish in preparation for Neil’s 

delicious plat de jour of ‘Scomber a l’Ille de Mull’, served with 

a lightly dressed salad for lunch. Not only was it delicious but 

also we were replete in omega 3 lipids, necessary to maintain 

clear thinking required of the best TOG crews. We have a 

reputation to preserve after all! Most of our cruising was to 

beautifully remote parts, so meals were eaten on board and 

mostly al fresco. The second morning of our cruise was so sunny 

and warm, that Neil and I settled down to espresso and pain au 

chocolat, imagining us anchored off Cannes, rather than on a 

mooring in Tobermory Bay. Also, can you imagine the pleasure 

of dining in the cockpit, in Loch Nevis, surrounded by 

mountains, looking out to the sun setting over the smoky blue 

ragged hills of Rum and listening to a recital of atmospheric 

music provided by a lone piper on the neighbouring yacht? 

Welcome to cruising on the west coast. 

TOG members are a well-rounded group who also enjoy the 

rigours of sailing. This cruise provided the strong and favourable 

winds to test our skills.  From the start, we had a memorable 

day’s sailing up the Firth of Lorne, against a fresh breeze, in the 

company of a fine old gaff rigged ketch. Stewart, the skipper, 

wisely decided to furl the headsail and motor-sail through the 

tidal turbulence in the narrows between Lismore Light and the 

Lady’s Rock off the Island of Mull. Then it was the exhilarating 

passage up the Sound of Mull. Stewart’s repeated calls to put 

another tack in to dodge the various rocks at the lower part of the 

Sound had us coming about like a racing team.  For a crew with 

an average age of 65, we were all fine pleased with ourselves. It 

was only time restraints that stopped us sailing all the way to 

Tobermory. Those who sail these waters, know how good an 

achievement that is. Every day we managed to sail, coping with 

wind speeds up to top end of 6, an ocean swell off Coll and 

lumpy, confused seas rounding the Ross of Mull. As a 

bit of a purist, I was upset by the poor state of the 

mainsail that had two battens missing.  It could not be set 

properly and the leech flapped like a flag when beating. 

Although we did manage to tweak 6 knots, unassisted by tide, 

this was not much more than I can achieve with my old boat. 

But, for me  the most memorable sailing was a fast reach in the 

channel between the Trishnish Islands and then tacking back and 

forth close to Iona to get good views of Fingal’s Cave. Keith, at 

the helm, gave us a brief rendering of the Hebridean Symphony, 

before he was cut short by the skipper’s call for another tack. 

Cameras were hastily stowed away as we dived to our stations to 

obey the command, ‘ready about, lee ho’! What a brilliant day! 

All this vigorous activity takes its toll of pensioners, even if 

they still think they are thirty years old. Quite often, an off-duty 

crew would be found ZZZing in odd corners of the boat. I have 

to say that Neil took the prize, when he collapsed behind the 

helm on the conveniently curved teak after deck. 

Although sailing is clearly our main interest, most of us are 

keen naturalists. As we approached Ardnamuchan Point, I 

happened to mention that this is one of the best places in the UK 

for whale spotting. Sure enough, as we rounded the point, we 

spotted a raft of sea birds in a feeding frenzy. This a sure sign of 

whales herding shoals of fish, some of which rush to the surface 

into the beaks of the waiting Shearwaters and Guillemots. 

Within minutes, the Minkes broke surface languidly to the 

delight of the crew. Unfortunately, they were too far off to 

photograph.  Imagine our dismay, when we met up with the crew 

of Amber in Oban and Robert showed us a close-up of a Minke 

on his iphone, which he claimed had surfaced alongside. We all 

agreed that this was amazing luck, but were green with envy. He 

later confessed that he had photographed a poster in a shop 

window!! Beware of Scots bearing juice! 

Many features of sailing on the west coast of Scotland are the 

remote anchorages, often hidden from view and demanding 

careful pilotage. One of my favourites is Loch Moidart, which 

was introduced to me by an old friend, who took me in on his 

long keeled ketch, some time ago. This time, negotiating the 

tortuous route, dodging rocks and shallows, was more nerve 

wracking than I recalled. There were contradictions in the 

information provided by the pilot and the chart plotter. On the 

one hand, the pilot guides the newcomer using visible rocks, 

whereas the chart plotter reveals the deep channel while 

emphasising the shallower areas in red hatching, along the route 

of the pilot. So a conflict develops between those on deck 

following the pilot and the chart plotter operator below decks. 

Fortunately, the skipper followed the instructions from poor 

Keith guided by the plotter. However, arrival at the anchorage 

was worth the tensions and anxieties. It is accessed by rounding 

a heavily-wooded island in a narrow channel, which opens out to 

the anchorage bay with the ancient and ruined castle Tioram as a 

backdrop. The anchorage is as sheltered as you can get and the 

mirror-calm water provided a photo opportunity for colourful 

reflections as the sun set. Once again we eat on deck, this time 

with dulcet Gaelic tones of Karen Mathieson cosseting us from 

the cockpit speakers.  

I think we have enough Scots and Scotophile members (a rare 

breed since the unlikely surge in popularity of the SNP, I blame 

the Fish Man for that!!) to make the Hebridean cruise an annual 

event. I am a little worried, however, that we may lose Keith to 

the commune on Eigg, if we do this trip again!  

 

Bristol pilot Cutter Morwenna – South Cornish Coast to the 
Scillies  (MK I) 
by Caroline Boyfiel 

31st May – 4th June 2011 

Crew: 
Skipper -Robert Stanier, First mate -  

Fleur ter Kuile  John Bryant, Sam 

Samuels, Ed Gowlett, Caroline 

Boyfield, Peter Chivall, David Chivall, 

Haydn Jones, Rose Dickinson. 

The first half of our party, travelling 

from John’s house in Rothley, arrived in 

Falmouth around 3pm on Monday 30
th

 May. We met with our 

skipper Rob, who took us on board and introduced us to Fleur, 

the first mate. The rest of the party arrived sometime after 5pm. 
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After a safety briefing and an introduction to Morwenna from 

Rob, a meal and the obligatory refreshments in Falmouth 

followed. The local Tesco being open ‘til 11pm, allowed further 

refreshments to be bought and carried on board. This was not 

going to be a dry cruise! It was decided to set off for the Scillies 

at 7am the following morning. 

Day 1 – 31st May  
We slipped lines at 7am and had the mainsail up by 7.20am. 

With the stay up by 8.45 and a West F4 purposefully moving us 

on with some help from the engine, we slipped out of Falmouth 

Bay. A good feast of eggs and bacon, one of many to follow, set 

us up for the rest of the day. We began to pick up a good north-

westerly 5 as we made our way on some choppy swells on a 

WSW course, past the Manacles. Despite the wind being against 

us, Morwenna began to show what she is capable of. Helming 

her for the first time and trying to protect her 15ft bowsprit from 

a front hit was exhilarating. The engine was back on at 12.12 

however, to speed up our progress. A tack at 15:22, put us on a 

due North course and the day became progressively more 

uncomfortable with the constant bashing against the nose and 

several of the crew beginning to feel distinctly queasy. The slow 

progress would have meant negotiating the tricky waters around 

St Mary’s in the dark. With crew past their best, Rob made the 

decision to abort the leg to the Scillies at 18.00, to turn around 

and head back to Cornwall. The anchor was dropped off Newlyn 

around 00.20 and engine switched off soon after. The crew 

settled down and all was quiet on board after 1am, each of us 

getting used to the various sounds on the boat, not least the 

snoring sounds made by some very tired bodies! 

Day 2 – 1st June  
The first of June brought with it clear blue skies. It was decided 

to make our way in an easterly direction, making the most of the 

Westerly F4 back towards Falmouth to refuel with water and 

diesel. After a more leisurely start, the anchor was weighed at 

09.45. The mainsail was up by 10.15 and the jib and staysail 

shortly after. Another good breakfast followed and as the day 

became progressively warmer and the winds lighter (WSW F3) 

the engine went back onto a gentle tug. The sea acquired a 

mirror-like quality and a leisurely cruise to Falmouth was 

enjoyed by all, together with some canapés and champagne 

provided by Rob and Caroline. We were at the Manacles again 

by 16.15 and pulled in alongside Pendennis in Falmouth for 

water at 18.00. After a final call to the Harbour Master, a 

decision was made to spend the evening moored up, make use of 

the harbour showers and to then pick up fuel in the morning. 

Another good night on board ensued, enjoying each others 

company, mixing Cuban-style rum cocktails together with some 

good food, leaving everyone relaxed and ready for what 

tomorrow would bring. More snoring and then just the gentle lap 

of the waves. Perfect! 

Day 3 – 2nd June 
Thursday brought some even warmer weather, clear blue skies 

and not a breeze to be felt! No sign of life from Annabel J, 

another pilot cutter moored up, which Caroline sailed on to 

Brittany in 2009.  She did hear later from Phil, the skipper, that 

they had made it to the Scillies on Friday with a NE F4. Thanks 

Phil, that has made me slightly green!  Morwenna slipped lines 

off the moorings just before 09:00 and arrived at Falmouth fuel 

dock to pick up 190 litres of diesel. By 09:15 we were done and 

by 09:50 had the main and topsails up. With a mere F2 NE we 

were going to need everything we had!  Sailing out of Falmouth 

Bay was beginning to feel like a déja-vu, but the beautiful skies 

and mirror-like surface of the water made us appreciate the 

beauty of the bay in a very different light.  This was going to be 

a day for fishing, if there was mackerel to be had!  When out of 

the bay, lines came out and trawled at a steady pace. No fish, but 

tuna from a tin (ah well), with some roasted vegetables and 

couscous in a wrap was another delicious lunch from Rob. This 

was turning into a culinary sail!  We continued our gentle sail 

and motoring in towards picturesque Fowey and picked up a 

buoy at 16:05.  This gave us plenty of time to get Morwenna, the 

boat’s very cute launch, onto the water complete with her 

miniature gaff rig. Sam, Fleur, Peter, David, Rose and Edd took 

it in turns to sail her back and forth to the shore. A picture from 

‘Swallows and Amazons’.   Great fun and nothing like messing 

about on the water! Rob and Caroline picked up the river taxi 

and went to get some more victuals from Fowey and after a pork 

casserole on the boat, some music from various mp3 players, it 

was time to pick up the taxi again and head for The Ship on 

shore. By 11pm, everyone was back on board and enjoying the 

balmy evening. The end of another perfect day! 

Day 4 – 3rd June  
At 10:05 and with another glorious day beckoning, we made a 

very leisurely start, first to fill our water tanks, then said 

goodbye to Fowey and headed out. We had the mainsail up by 

11:30, on a SSW course in the direction of Mevagissey.  With no 

wind and the engine gently chugging along, this made for 

pleasant cruising, but little sailing to be had.  We pulled up 

alongside the outer harbour wall at Mevagissey at 13:05. At low 

tide, this was a challenge with Haydn, Rose and David rushing 

up the ladder to the top of the wall to secure the mooring lines.  
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As we were just in time for lunch and with further culinary 

inspiration from Rob, the crew climbed ashore to stretch their 

legs and fetch some pasties to bring back to the boat. Slipping 

the lines and reversing out of the harbour at 15:27 was another 

good team effort. The rest of the day passed with the crew 

predominantly working hard on our tans with very little wind to 

be had!  The size of the pasties at lunch meant that little more 

food could be consumed, but the appetite for catching fish 

seemed not to have died down!  The engine was switched off 

and into a flat 

sea, Sam, David 

and Edd set 

about dropping 

lines. With more 

luck this time, 

the crew caught 

four mackerel, 

which were 

promptly 

dispatched, fried 

in a little olive 

oil and eaten! 

Nothing like 

freshly caught 

mackrel! The 

seagulls settled 

down alongside 

us, waiting for any tempting morsel to come their way, but had 

to contend with pieces of leftover pasties. Engine was turned 

back on after 30mins as we headed towards St Mawes, where we 

dropped anchor at 21:15. After a meal of pasta carbonara and 

some more liquid refreshment. the evening’s entertainment came 

in the form of a blocked head, which clearly had to be dealt with. 

Edd led the team, supplying his engineering know-how, as Dave 

and Fleur really got dug in! Sorry about the choice of words – 

these are John’s. Congratulations must go to the younger 

members of the crew for their enthusiasm and perseverance, 

working for more than three hours into the small hours, before 

having to admit defeat. Unfortunately, Rob was left with this 

task to sort out when back in Falmouth, but fortunately, Stuart 

later let John know that it was nobody’s fault. He got someone in 

on Sunday with an american device that screwed its way through 

the pipe - Calcification!! So the problem was sorted in 30 mins 

for £50 - Rob was glad!!  

Day 5 – 4th June  
With no water on board, Fleur 

and Sam lowered the launch and 

went ashore to fill up 3 large 

containers, enough for the day’s 

multiple cups of tea at least.  

Washing up was done in sea 

water on the deck, when we 

were out of St Mawes.  By 

09:50, the engine was on and 

we hauled up the anchor   With 

a NE F2, the main and staysails 

were hoisted up by a now expert 

crew at 10:30, with the jib 

following 10 minutes later. We 

made the beautiful Helford river 

after 13:00, let Morwenna drift 

gently on the river in the 

beautiful sunshine and enjoyed 

a delicious lunch of canapés and 

salad prepared by Rose and 

Fleur in another idyllic spot. We were also entertained by a D-

Day memorial on the banks of the river, complete with 

uniformed parade and fanfare. A perfect opportunity for a swim 

presented itself and the younger members of the crew climbed 

the mast stays, taking it in turns to show off their diving 

prowess, led by Fleur, Edd and Rose. Around 15:00, we turned 

round and headed back to Falmouth, our final destination. Fleur 

expertly piloted Morwenna alongside one of the pontoons at 

Pendennis marina and mooring lines were tightened. Goodbyes 

were said and email addresses exchanged as half the crew, made 

up of Peter, David, Rose and Edd headed off. John, Sam, Haydn 

and Caroline decided to spend one more night on board and to 

make an early start on Sunday, with an offer of help to get the 

boat ready for the next crew. After showers, we headed off to the 

Chain Lock pub for some food and refreshments. The evening 

was made complete by some live Cornish folk music in one of 

the pub rooms on the quay. A fun evening to mark the end of an 

excellent week, with everyone back on the boat by 11.30 p.m. 

Rob was an excellent skipper for our group – working through 

the safety brief and introducing us to Morwenna on day 1.  

After that, his relaxed, but decisive style when circumstances 

dictated, was appreciated by the group.  Fleur was really a 

pleasure to have aboard as First mate  Her enthusiastic manner, 

bright, cheerful smile, good sense of humour, great training and 

instructions made it for everyone. We were a bit disappointed 

not to have made the crossing to the Scillies - so near yet so far 

but, with 50% of the crew being sick, darkness falling, and at 

least another 4 or 5 hours sailing in difficult seas to make St 

Mary's we agree Rob made the right call.  Stuart’s victualling of 

the boat was excellent, and Rob's expertise in the galley was 

loved by all. Altogether a thoroughly enjoyable week 

 

Western Isles Sailex (aka The Juice Cruise): Wed 29 June – 

Thurs 7 July 
Ruby Too, Jeanneau 44i: Stewart Cook (Skipper), Keith 

Stedman (Commodore), Peter Tytler , John Bryant, Neil 

Macfarlane. 

Amber, Bavaria 47: Paul Ratcliffe (Skipper), Arthur Wood, 

Bryan Morris, Robert and Andrew McWilliam, Rebecca Onians, 

Jon Lancaster. 

Wednesday 29 June 
Crews assembled in the afternoon at Craobh Haven Marina 

south of Oban. The two skippers were briefed on the boats by 

Crystal Yacht Charters and then the crews loaded their gear 

aboard. Robert and Peter, both from near Stirling, had done a 

sterling job in independently provisioning the two yachts. 

Robert, as a medic, was keen that there should be not the 

slightest chance of scurvy aboard Amber so made sure there was 

plenty of fruit juice (some 104 litres) having mistaken the S.I. 

abbreviation for litres as a number one then multiplied by 

cartons on the skippers carefully prepared list of four different 

varieties. Others contributed less healthy but very welcome 
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beverages. We dined in the marina restaurant that evening, 

checked weather and tides, and made our plans for the week’s 

sailing. 

Thursday 30 June 
After some minor checks and repairs made by the charter 

company, good breakfasts on board, and safety briefings the 

Ruby Too and Amber left the marina at 1100 and 1200 

respectively. We steered south west leaving the islands of Shuna 

and Luing to starboard and then turned north up the Sound of 

Luing leaving the Fladda Light and Belnahua Isle to port. 

Negotiating shallows, narrows and isolated rocks both yachts 

had hoisted sail but in light winds mainly motor-sailed. Passing 

Inch Island and Easdale the yachts entered the Firth of Lorn. By 

Kerrera I. off Oban, and then Lismore I. the yachts entered the 

Sound of Mull, guarded by the spectacular Duart Castle, 

ancestral home of the Macleans.  

Through the afternoon, the wind picked up to F3/4 as it 

funnelled down the sound from the north-west.  We tacked 

between Mull and the Morvern peninsula, passing the narrow 

entrance to the sheltered Loch Aline with the CalMac ferry 

crossing to Fishnish. Sun and cloud vied with each other 

throughout the afternoon’s splendid sail but the squalls kept their 

distance. At 1750, Amber reverted to motor-sailing to beat the 

turning tide, at some time slipping past Ruby Too for an arrival 

on a visitors mooring buoy in Tobermory harbour at about 1915. 

A few minutes later, Amber’s crew were basking in the evening 

sun, witnessing Ruby Too’s arrival whilst supping the already 

obligatory fruit juice. The two Crews dined aboard that evening. 

Log 44.4 NM  

Friday 1 July 
Some went ashore to explore Tobermory; others, noting the 

chocolatier, goldsmith, soap company and hair salon on the 

harbourside, stayed aboard. A leisurely morning on Ruby Too 

was later enlivened by John’s success with the rod. John  

BEHIND YOU!! 
supplied the mackerel; Peter gutted, beheaded and filleted them; 

Neil fried the still twitching fillets and we all eagerly consumed 

them in the sunshine washed down with sauvingon. Amber 

started off as they meant to carry on with a full English and 

lashings of fruit juice. . 

Ashore, Paul managed to procure a spigot for a tender 

rowlock, found to be snapped off, but alas no matching retaining 

nut. The crew were consoled by the substitution of large fresh 

cream cakes for afternoon tea. Around 1300 both yachts cast off 

in bright sun bound for Loch Moidart.  

After tacking up to Ardmore Point on the north of Mull, a 

F2/3 south-easterly sent us around Ardnamurchan Point and its 

lighthouse, the actual most westerly point of mainland Britain. 

Off Fascadale Bay, Ruby Too spotted a pod of minke whales 

feeding. Some 10 NM further in the early evening, Ruby Too, 

using Peter’s local knowledge, threaded her way through the 

rocky islets and shoals at the entrance to Loch Moidart, watched 

by the seals basking on the rocks. By 1915 we were at anchor 

deep in the loch alongside the tidal island of Eilean Tioram in 

the shadow of the ruined Castle Tioram, soon to be joined by 

Amber. This was an idyllic, sheltered anchorage, well worth 

negotiation of the tricky entrance to the loch. Amber observed 

deer crossing and grazing on the slowly drying bar to the castle 

and several large birds of prey that ideally needed the expert 

knowledge on Ruby Too to identify. Unfortunately, what turned 

out to be VHF radio faults on Ruby Too and lack of mobile 

phone coverage, hampered consultations on this occasion and 

throughout the week. As the sun set, Paul, Becky and Robert 

visited Ruby Too bearing gifts of fruit juice and to discuss next 

day’s plans. Both crews ate on board.  

Ruby Too Log 31 NM Amber Log 22.1 

View from Amber’s Cockpit to Loch Moidart Entrance 

Saturday 2 July 
At 0700 Ruby Too raised anchor and followed her previous 

track out of Loch Moidart. To the south in the next bay, the 

Ardtoe Marine lab could be seen, site of crucial trials on the 

farming of flatfish in the 1960s. In sun and a F3/4 S/SE wind 

Ruby Too headed for Eigg, one of the Small Isles, which also 

include Canna, Rum and Muck. The deep waters between Rum 

and Eigg were the site of first discovery of deep water corals in 

the mid-19
th

 century, which are now a subject of controversy due 

to the potential destruction of such coral reefs by fishing. By 

1040, after a splendid sail, Ruby Too was anchored off 

Galmisdale pier under the spectacular pitchstone ridge which 

dominates the island on the south-east of the island. The crew 

went ashore for showers and Guinness in the shop/cafe/bar/loos 

and mingled with the locals, including Donna, in jeans and a 

mini-kilt who piped visitors ashore, including a wedding party 

from the mainland. The island, after many years of decline, is 

now owned and administered by the Eigg Heritage Trust which, 
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aided by public subscription, bought the island in the late 90s. 

Once Keith had been persuaded to leave Eigg Ruby Too set sail, 

heading north-west up the Sound of Sleat, past Mallaig, and into 

Loch Nevis to pick up a mooring buoy off the tiny village of 

Inverie. 

Meanwhile, Amber weighed anchor a few minutes after Ruby 

Too, retracing the pilotage out of Loch Moidart, soon to be 

making way under full sail for an hour. The crew then took two 

very useful hours out in the sound of Arisaig for everyone to 

learn, practice, debate and time, man-over board drills under 

power and sail.  

Then, enjoying an excellent sail up to the Sound of Sleat, with 

the Small Isles sillouetted on the skyline, into and down Loch 

Inver, onto a visitor mooring buoy at 1535 and several large 

juices. Considerable time passed before the arrival of Ruby Too 

in the late evening sunshine, heralded by the gifted Piper in the 

cockpit of an adjacent Fisher motor sailer and the downing of 

several gin and tonics. Hearty meals on board were again 

enjoyed by all.  

Inverie lies on the Knoydart peninsula, with no access by 

public roads, but linked by passenger ferry to Mallaig. It lays 

claims to the remotest pub in Britain, the Old Forge, which, 

naturally, was visited by several members of the crews.  

Log 24 NM 

Sunday 3 July 
Ruby Too was observed leaving Inverie around 0900 during a 

cockpit breakfast (with Juice) onboard Amber. They headed for  

Amber enjoying more juice after lunch off Staffa. 

Mallaig under motor, arriving about 1045. Amber slipped her 

mooring in Inverie 40 minutes later, arriving in Mallaig to find 

Ruby Too still looking for a berth. No suitable berths, on what 

were rumoured to be new visitors pontoons, could be found. 

Both yachts entered the fish dock to water up, restock essentials 

at the small shop and some showered on board. Amber left 

Mallaig at 1210, followed by Ruby Too at about 1300. Ruby Too 

hoisted sail and set off WNW, crossing the Sound of Sleat in a 

SSW F3 in bright sun. Tacking off the Ard Thurinish on Skye, 

Ruby Too headed south. By 1400, the wind had declined and the 

sky clouded over. Heading south under power, we saw porpoise, 

shearwaters, guillemots and puffin. Between Eigg and Muck 

Amber was encountered and the yachts continued south-west to 

the low lying Isle of Coll.  Minke whale were again spotted off 

Ardnamurchan. 

Meanwhile, Amber had taken a more direct approach, sailing 

closer to the wind and the mainland coast on an a WSW – SW 

heading almost directly towards Coll. Trolling with two lines for 

fish (unsuccessfully) for almost four hours, before decreasing 

winds meant a reversion to motor-sailing. At 1900, off the East 

coast of Coll, dinner was enjoyed during a quiet hour hove to in 

the evening sun.  

By 1930, Ruby Too had picked up a mooring buoy in Loch 

Eatharna off Arinagour, the main village on Coll. Amber arrived 

at 2035 and found a mooring on the first visitor buoy on the 

same side of the loch as Ruby Two and hit the gin and tonic to 

watch the sun go down on the cockpit after another great day. 

On Ruby Too, the crew dined traditionally on mince and tatties. 

Log 38 NM 

Visitors Moorings Loch Eatharna 

Monday 4 July  
At last a decent wind – south-easterly F4/5 – Ruby Too dropped 

the buoy at 0920, hoisted sail with one reef and set course south-

west. 

The majority of Amber’s crew decided to spend a little time 

exploring ashore on Coll, the Skipper having been on anchor 

watch for the duration of his only previous visit. They also 

stocked up on locally sourced kippers, lambs liver and the last 

potato peeler for sale on the island. Elevenses were taken in the 

Hotel Garden overlooking the sun-bathed loch and moorings.  

Is this a sheep to shore, Coll? 

Amber, slipping her mooring at 1115, almost immediately 

were under sail at 6-8 Knots. A strengthening wind at 1240, 

justified the earlier decision to put in the first reef.  

Both yachts were ultimately headed for the Treshnish Isles, 

Fladda, Lunga and Bac Mor, west of Mull. Bac Mor, or the 

Dutchman’s Cap, is a remarkable geological formation – a 

prominent volcanic plug surrounded by a raised beach. But is 

only the prelude to Staffa, an amazing structure of hexagonal 

basalt columns and the huge sea cavern of Fingal’s Cave. Both 

yachts made close passes for photo opps, but neither sought to 

anchor and go ashore given the marked swell. Some crew 

recalled an earlier landing with Norman when the intrepid TOG 

sailors in wet-weather gear, met trippers on the walk way clad in 

heels and summer frocks. 

Amber sailed some way west of Staffa, to maintain a 

comfortable working angle for the chef and diners before 

tracking back East and round the S and SE of the island at closer 

quarters at around 1545.  
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Onward to Bunessan on the Ross of Mull where Ruby Too 

picked a fisherman’s mooring in the bay in late afternoon. Keith 

and Neil went ashore in the dinghy and were assured in the pub 

that we would be fine, as any fishing-boats would already be 

moored. Back on the yacht, with the others ashore, a fishing-boat 

appeared and headed straight for Ruby Too – but it could not be 

his buoy for he had no dinghy to get ashore! But it was, and he 

kindly redirected to his other mooring, produced a tiny kayak 

and paddled ashore. Amber then arrived at 1745, after an 

exhilarating sail throughout the late afternoon and evening, 

sensibly dropping anchor. 

Log Ruby Too 27 NM : Amber 36.8NM 
Tuesday 5 August 
Ruby Too cast off at 0900 – heavy cloud, south-easterly F5/6, 

destination Oban, via the Sound of Iona.  

With one reef in place, we headed down the sound, with Iona 

and the restored abbey to starboard. Ruby Too carefully followed 

the “deep” channel, keeping a close eye on the depth and the two 

south cardinals marking the shallows, in a moderate/rough sea 

with the tide on the fall. An hour later, Amber followed the same 

route in lashing rain and wind, keeping an even closer eye on the 

depth.  

Safely through the sound, Ruby Too turned S/E and under 

power, passed between the Torran Rocks and Mull in a disturbed 

sea. In deeper and calmer waters off Malcolm’s Point, sails were 

hoisted and a course set for the Firth of Lorn. The skies cleared, 

albeit briefly, as Kerrera was approached and Mull disappeared 

within black cloud. However, the squalls passed north of us and  

Amber’s crew make it by tender. 

Ruby Too passed between Kerrera and Maiden Isle to enter Oban  

Harbour in bright sunshine and by 1750 had picked up a buoy in 

the marina. Amber arrived about an hour later and moored off 

the Oban sailing club. Ruby Too’s crew went ashore by the water 

taxi and had an excellent meal in the fish restaurant on the north 

pier (EE-Usk, the phonetic Gaelic for fish). Later the same table  

was passed on to Amber’s crew who had come ashore by tender 

shuttle Log 41.3NM 

Wednesday 6 July 
Ruby Too left Oban marina at 1005 in overcast weather and little 

wind, contrasting with an inshore forecast of SE F4/5 with rain 

imminent. Under power, the yacht passed down the Sound of 

Kerrera and then of Inch, by which time the rain had started 

,linked with poor visibility. After a late night in the restaurant 

followed by some late night shopping, Amber slipped her 

cramped moorings to follow in the long-since dispersed wake of 

Ruby Too at 1145, hampered by heavy rain, confused wind and 

tidal conditions in the moorings. The second reef was put in as 

soon as we passed through the Sound of Kerrera. 

Meanwhile, Fladda light was left to starboard as Ruby Too 

entered the Sound of Luing. With a strong south-going tide, the 

yacht was making 11 kts over the ground with the smooth sea 

surface confused into a series of mini-maelstroms. To starboard, 

between the islands of Lunga and Scarba the “grey dogs”, a 

standing wave could be seen.  Then between Scarba and Jura, 

the dull roar of the Gulf of Corryvreckan was heard. Both these 

phenomena are caused by the fast tidal streams between the 

islands being disrupted by the underwater topography. As the 

tide turned, Ruby Too then headed N/E and with a light wind, 

under the genoa alone plus some power, made a leisurely 

passage over lunch back to Craobh Haven. Arriving back in the 

marina at 1515, Ruby Too refuelled and then made her way back 

to her berth. 

Amber made full use of the improved early afternoon weather 

and wind conditions to dry out, warm up and tack down the 

Sound of Luing, round the south of Shuna and observing basking 

sharks. 

At 1700, Amber arrived at Craobh Haven and with Brian at 

the helm, made an exemplary berthing. That evening, crews met 

up in the marina bar for drinks and a meal to swap their 

experiences. Thanks were given to  the skippers, Stewart and 

Paul, for their tolerance under the pressures of command – and 

to John Bryant, for his hard work in organising a very successful 

charter. 

Logs Ruby Too 16 NM, Amber 21.4NM  

Local Hero. 

Thursday 7 July 
Crews unloaded their gear and cleaned the boats ready for 

hand-over at 1000. Then after cars were loaded, farewells made, 

and more fruit juice distributed, everyone dispersed for the trips 

south, having agreed that it had been another very enjoyable 

week.  Yacht’s Log totals :- 

Ruby Too; 202 NM (GPS distance logged 260 NM)  

Amber; 228.6NM (No GPS total Log) 
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Round The Island Sailex 2011 by Dave Bond and Phil 
Greetham 
Wednesday 15

th
 – Sunday 19

th
 June 2011 

Skipper:-Dave Bond , Mate:-Paul 

Burghart, Crew: Diane Rowbotham, 

Stephen Craig Fraser, Stephen 

Eccleston, Phil Greetham . 

Our objective  
 To completely circumnavigate the 

Isle of Wight 

as swiftly as 

possible. As a 

comfortable challenge and maybe to  lay 

down a marker for future TOG Sail 

expeditions should they feel so inclined. 

Challenge Safety Rules 
Engine use allowed in the Needles 

Channel.  

Engine use allowed, at the skippers discretion, where required 

(for safety reasons but not to gain a time advantage!). 

Crew meet at Point Hamble at around 1030 on Wed 15th June 

and receive ‘Carte Blanche’, Beneteau from our friends at 

Fairview Sailing and as usual this was a pleasant and slick 

process. 1330 and we’re off, with Paul taking her out of the 

Fairview berth with ease and on our way to Yarmouth for the 

night. The weather was pretty overcast with the odd brief gap of 

blue sunshine, so really a normal British summer day in June; 

one moment warm and dry, the next cold and wet with squally 

showers and wind at 4 & 5’s. 

It soon became apparent that the log was fouled and under-

reading by about 50% which was a bit of a nuisance, but we 

pressed on, hoping it would clear itself after a few miles; 

needless to say it was still a problem when we arrived in 

Yarmouth 3 hours later after a lovely sail! Not wanting to pull 

the plug and play quick draw with the bung on our first day, we 

decided to live with it. That evening was spent on Pontoon V15, 

portside-to, after rejecting the original berth allocation.  It 

seemed a rather risky manoeuvre,  with the  wind and tide 

direction and a tight squeeze between the pontoon and a largish 

beamy motor-yacht, with the owners enjoying their Gin/Tea. 

Too much pressure for me (Phil) on the first day, not having 

been on the water since the previous summer and suffering from 

‘Occasional Sailor Syndrome’ (three days later and having 

gained a little confidence we’d have slotted her in there without 

any fuss; easy to say sitting at home now!). The crew fed and 

watered in the fish restaurant (same cod and chips dish as 

enjoyed by Princes Wills and Harry apparently!) taking to their 

bunks early, with alarms set for 0330 as time and tide wait for no 

man and we didn’t want to be late.  

03:30 came around far too quickly and after a short snooze, we 

were up, booted and moving off the pontoon at 0415 in the dark. 

Official sunrise being 0500, you would normally expect to see to 

some extent, but today was very overcast with mizzle and 

visibility fairly poor at times to about 2km. Using the engine up 

through the channel, we turned a few yards inside of ‘Bridge’ 

and at 0515, with engine cut, sails trimmed and a perfect south 

westerly, we were making good way 4-6 kt SOG in pretty slack 

water.  

Rounding St Catherine’s point at about 0730, we were running 

with a spring tide and hit a peak of 9.2 SOG with two reefs in 

the mainsail. We rounded the point at less than a mile, 

encountering minor overfalls and disturbed water as the wind 

and tide were heading in the same direction. 

The turn round St Catherine’s took us from a beam reach to a 

slower broad reach for the five miles or so across St Catherine’s 

Deep, the next turn giving a run which required a preventer and 

steady course to gull-wing for the next seven miles to 

‘Bembridge Ledge’ Cardinal. 

We rounded ‘Bembridge Ledge’ at 0848, with the wind 

veering to the west and tacked along to the east Solent entrance 

between No Man’s Land and Horse Sand Forts. Coming up to 

the forts, the wind had now veered to a North Westerly.  The 

section between the Forts was made under power (skippers 

discretion), for no more than five minutes, due to heavy shipping 

traffic and difficulty with the wind direction change; this section 

is circled on the GPS track below. 

The Solent stretch started off with good patches of blue sky, 

sailing close-hauled against a north westerly which backed and 

increased in strength as we approached Cowes; rounding Cowes, 

the wind continued to back to a south-westerly, due to a complex 

weather system of low pressure areas and by the time we 

reached Newtown Creek, we were battling a head wind gusting 

to 32kts F7 which, with wind over a strong tide, made the final 

few miles a nice challenge.  Rounding our finish point, the Red 

can outside the harbour entrance, at 1411 gave a time of 9 hours 

53 mins, give or take a few seconds. 

Challenge Summary 
Start/Finish   Yarmouth Red Channel Marker Fl R 2s 

Total time  9hours 53 minutes 

Total distance  59 miles 

Tide    Spring Range  

 
Due to the increasing wind strength & poor forecast for the 

following few days, we headed for the shelter and most 

importantly, the excellent shower facilities of East Cowes, 

where, once cleaned up, we headed for a celebration curry across 

the river at the restaurant ‘Saffron’, definitely the better of the 

two curry houses on the main street. We did notice however, that 

the other guys across the road have now upped their game a little 

and appear to have acquired a liquor licence. The first time we 

ate in there some years ago, they took our drinks order then ran 

across the road to the Co-op which is now Sainsbury’s. 

Friday turned out nice so, after a late breakfast, we headed 

back to Fairview for minor repairs to the mainsail track fittings 

of which we seemed to have lost two.  The lower Genoa shackle, 

which had also come undone and dived overboard, was replaced 

too. The log was also taken out and cleaned for us.. 

Repairs completed, we then headed back out into the Solent 

and made our way to the Beaulieu river. Our intentions were to 

spend some time practising picking up mooring buoys in the 

shelter of the river. Uunfortunately, just as we approached the 

mooring area the wind then strengthened (as forecast!). The 

forecast was for f7/8 for the next 24 hours, so we headed back to 

Cowes (West side this time), for some shelter! The crew then 

sampled the hospitality of a few of the Cowes hostelries before 

enjoying a lovely meal (with lots of lovely ale) at the Union Inn.  

Saturday was one of those days when the Met Office got the 

wind strength spot on! Force 7/8’s all day. So, after a leisurely 
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breakfast, most of the crew went into Cowes for some retail 

therapy.  

During the afternoon, we went for a walk along the 

promenade. As the official “Round the Island Race” was taking 

place the following weekend, there were lots of the racing / 

cruising boats venturing out into the Solent for some practice 

despite the forecast.  We were able to sit in the shelter of the 

headland, watching them get into all sorts of trouble (while we 

had an ice cream in the sunshine). In the space of an hour or so 

on the promenade, we counted 3 ripped Genoas and at least 2 

mains in a mess.  I bet that the local sailmakers had a busy week 

ahead of the race! 

The forecast for Sunday was for lighter winds (F4/5/6).  Diane 

took us expertly off the pontoon and out into the Solent for a sail 

in the lovely sunshine. We headed over to Southampton Water 

for lots of MOB practise under sail, then back into the Hamble 

for refuelling. This gave the two Steves a chance to take the boat 

on and off the pontoon.  This left just enough time for the 

skipper to demonstrate how difficult it can be to moor stern-to 

(with a knot or so of tide flowing in the river and a force 5 on the 

beam!).  

After a quick handover to Fairview, the crew then headed home 

with the Fathers eagerly anticipating their Fathers Day Gifts!  

 

MORWENNA, (MK II) – 5th – 8th June 

2011. 
by Ian Calderwood 

Skipper, First mate – as MK1. Crew:- 

Arthur Wood, Brenda Wood, Neil 

Macfarlane, Stewart Cook, Ian 

Calderwood, Francis Davis, Mark Bennett, 

and last-minute replacement, Brian Barker 

Sunday 5th June 
The Crew met up at Shamrock Quay, on the River Itchen 

towards lunchtime.  Lunch at the pub followed, with the minibus 

turning up in due course to take us to Falmouth, driven by a jolly 

West Indian in singlet and shorts.  The heavens opened as we 

left Southampton and headed west.  Oh good, we thought, 

something to look forward to!  Four hours later, we disembarked 

at the museum in Falmouth and following instructions provided 

by John Bryant, eventually discovered Morwenna.  She appeared 

deserted but for Mark Bennett who had made his own way down 

via rail.  Rob and Fleur appeared in due course and after 

introductions and sorting out sleeping arrangements, we stood-to 

for a briefing.  There seemed to be an awful lot of ropes all 

gathered in one place – round the mast - and no winches to 

provide any assistance.  Once underway, we had no doubt we 

could make sense of the cat’s cradle – eventually - and end up in 

Southampton much fitter.  Rob was feeling a little low after 

coming down with a cold and after the safety briefing, suggested 

we make for Fowey tomorrow as a “breaking-in” cruise.  We all 

agreed and full of anticipation, made our way ashore for some 

food.  We ultimately ended up with the most expensive Fish n’ 

Chips we’ve ever tried (at £7!), from the takeaway side of Rick 

Stein’s restaurant 

Monday 6th June. 
After a leisurely  breakfast, and waiting for a favourable tide, 

we eventually set off for Fowey just before lunch.  Setting sail 

was hilarious to start with, Rob and Fleur patiently putting the 

appropriate ropes in our hand and calling out – HEAVE!! The 

gaff rose horizontally (very important!), from the synchronised 

efforts of four of us.   Two on the throat halyard and two on the 

peak, one of each pair tailing over a cleat and the other 

“sweating” the halyard for the final tension – literally! This 

entails locking-off at the cleat, HEAVE horizontally on the 

halyard for a tiny more tension, release and hope your partner 

can catch and lock it on the cleat before it goes slack…..  Very 

character–building!  A similar effort was required for the jib and 

staysail, during the course of which we learnt the true definition 

and application of “Handy Billys” and the “Tugman’s Hitch”.  

Arthur was ahead of us here, having learnt both the Hitch and 

this supplementary peripatetic haul assistance yonks ago….!  

Once underway and all sail set, we settled down and tried to get 

the feel for the helm (a four-foot baulk of solid timber) and 

assess how she sailed.  With the F5/6 on the port quarter, Rob 

had decided to reef the main a couple of turns (which were to 

stay so for the whole cruise).  Even so, to haul in the mainsheet 

preparatory to a tack or gybe, certainly took some effort, even 

with a 6:1 ratio on the blocks.  If balanced on a beam reach, the 

helm lightened up considerably.  On a run, however, she was a 

pig, to put it mildly   An incipient yaw took a lot of holding and 

having caught her, she would tend to yaw the other way if you 

weren’t quick enough on easing the helm. There was constant 

weather helm on the tiller, which we eased by lashing it with a 

rope from the tiller to the windward side of the cockpit.  Phew!  

Bavarias and winches seemed a long way in the distant past…… 

A preventer was constantly attached to the boom which, of 

course, had to be transferred from side to side as we tacked or 

gybed.  The thought of that uncontrolled boom flashing across 

the cockpit and slamming against the shrouds on the opposite 

side hardly bore thinking about.  A supplementary task was to 

tighten the appropriate shroud lines prior to the tack/gybe and to 

make sure the jib and staysail sheets were free to run…..Help!!  

A good trip to Fowey ensued and Rob decided to moor at a buoy 

rather than to the pontoons.  Brian made a terrific job of bagging 

the buoy, hanging half over the scuppers to make sure he didn’t 

miss, as Rob skilfully manoeuvred Morwenna up to it.  A lovely 

evening followed, as some went ashore, whilst others relaxed in 

(and around) the cockpit, chewing the cud.  Rob and Fleur 

cooked up a superb dinner, which was enjoyed with great relish 

and warm thanks. 

Tuesday, 7th June 
After some consultation, Rob decided we could make for 

Brixham and overnight  there, leaving a good 110+ (close on 21 

hours all being well). sail from there to Southampton on the 

Wednesday, to get in on Thursday morning.  This seemed a good 

idea and everyone concurred.  Once more into the breach, this 

time with considerably more confidence – but still under the 

watchful eyes of Rob and Fleur.  More East this time, (060  ish ) 

with the wind more up our chuff and a good 6 knots in the F5/6.  

With dire warnings from Rob about not letting her go onto a 

beam reach ringing in our ears, (we’d have hell of a job getting 

her back), we all manfully took turns at fighting the tiller to tame 

the wayward lady!  45 minutes at a stretch was just about 

enough, with Fleur and Rob courteously suggesting we might 

like a relief!  We had brilliant sunshine, but with that brisk wind 

to make life interesting.   

The ships of our navy were out in force off Plymouth, with two 

frigates, a support ship and about 20 ribs playing silly b ------s 
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around each other.  Fortunately, although they kept their 

distance, it was fascinating to watch the intricate choreography 

as they circled and weaved around each other, whilst the ribs in 

line astern, blasted off to the distant support ship.  A great hour 

or so of free entertainment.  Late afternoon we turned North to 

make for Brixham. Rob decided that Dartmouth would be more 

favourable, a couple of hours closer and about the same distance 

to sail tomorrow.  So Dartmouth it was – mooring at the town 

quay, so long as we were away before 9 p.m. on the morrow. 

 A run ashore with welcome showers at the Yacht Club 

followed.  A drink in the pub where we met a fascinating solo 

lady sailor on a 24-footer who was doing roughly the same trip 

as us.   She had been (unwittingly) involved with the naval 

exercise as the mouse around which they circled.  Her engine 

had packed up just outside the harbour and she had to sail it into 

Dartmouth, whilst hoping to get it sorted for the morrow. 

A most enjoyable dinner aboard, followed by that relaxed, 

expansive feeling that a good bottle of wine (or three) can 

always engender in good company.  Rob joined us later and 

informed us that the forecast for tomorrow, on the Isle of Wight 

approaches was for potential F8 winds. He was concerned that 

we might not be able to set off tomorrow.  Much discussion 

followed, with Francis and Brian stressing they had business on 

Friday and had to be at Southampton in good time on Thursday. 

We retired after midnight, deciding about tomorrow when 

tomorrow came. 

Wednesday, 8th June 
After breakfast, with a F6 blowing outside, Rob ventured that 

we could set off, but that we may have to divert if conditions 

became too treacherous.  Francis and Brian regretfully decided 

that it was too much of a risk if they were to be late for their 

appointments, so decided to make their own way to 

Southampton.  With regrets, we waved them off and wished 

them well.  We were now down to eight, so Rob divided us into 

two watches of three hours each (Port and Starboard?).  Rob, 

Stewart, Mark and Brenda on one and Fleur, Arthur, Neil  and 

me on the other. 

We left about 09:00 and once clear of Dartmouth, made sail, 

without too much hassle, Brenda gamely holding her head to 

wind.  Mark and I did get soaked twice up forward by 

Morwenna dipping her bowsprit into a couple of wayward waves 

whilst we were helping on the jib and staysails.  Mark ended up 

feet in the scuppers, whilst I clung onto the samson post with 

one hand and tried to help him with the other. Great fun!  We 

were well clear of Portland Bill and Anvil Head as we made our 

way across Lyme Bay and towards the I.o.W.  Morwenna 

scudded happily along under a friendly sky, averaging between 

five and six knots, with the occasional flash readings of 8 and 9.  

With the following wind, the apparent wind speed was 

between 18 and 25 knots, generating a wonderful corkscrew 

motion, occasionally surfing and sometimes falling off a 

wave. The jib and staysail both took somewhat of an occasional 

hammer as the goosewing decided not to. I felt fortunate to be on 

the watches  (9-12, 3-6), which saw the sun go down in a blaze 

of glory and also to see it rise in the morning.  Absolutely 

wonderful! The expected F8 never appeared despite dire 

occasional warnings in the forecast for the I.o.W area. Rob and 

Stewart hit the tidal gate at Hurst Castle spot on and shot 

through, clipping 7.5 knots as shown on the repeater below.  On 

watch again, up a silent Solent in almost a flat calm.  Just the 

succession of flashing reds, the lights of Yarmouth and Cowes 

gradually fading as the sun rose ahead.  Calshot Spit, 

Southampton Water, with the breeze gently coming onto the 

beam and finally, into the river Itchen, mooring up at Shamrock 

Quay at 06:30.  Quite a trip - 21.5 hours and 110 + miles.  Rob 

said it was the fastest he had ever done it - so there must be life 

in the old dogs yet! 

As an “experience” (to use the vernacular), the trip was 

absolutely first-class.  The combination of the weather and lack 

of mechanical assistance, made it much harder manual work 

than any of us had imagined.  Nevertheless, there was a 

tremendous satisfaction amongst us, that, in spite of our 

ages(??), together we had succeeded.  We had proved 

something, we had shown we could do it and get to port safely.  

Hallelujah! 

Our thanks to Rob and Fleur for their patience, their training 

and catering abilities and their friendliness towards a crew who 

night have produced a gulp at first sight…!  Perhaps the crews 

might have been better reversed, (MKI v MKII), given the 

conditions….  BUT - thank you so much everyone – a wonderful 

four days 

The final Chapter of “Fulfilling the Dream”” will appear in 

the next Autumn Edition. 
 

       ARTHUR WOOD - DEPUTY PRESIDING MASTER 

Sailing on Morwenna  a 46 ft. gaff cutter in 

June and then in July sailing on Amber a 47 

ft. bermuda sloop made me realise how much 

sailing boat design has developed in recent 

years. 

Morwenna`s design is that of an 18th century 

working boat , a pilot cutter .These boats were 

intended to be competitive in the race to be 

first to get their pilot to the cargo ship. These cutters normally 

carried only a very small working-crew, who must have worked 

very hard to cope with hauling all those ropes without the aid of 

winches. They certainly would not have had much time to sit 

around and relax, as there are no facilities for this. which creates 

a problem for today's crews who sail this boat for pleasure. 
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There is nowhere on deck to sit in reasonable comfort and the 

3ft. cockpit is fully occupied by the helmsman and the tiller. 

Contrast this with the cockpit on Amber which seats 8 people 

in comfort, without impeding the helm.  Whoever is on the helm, 

has a seat the full width of the stern and 2 wheels to choose 

from. 

To hoist the gaff mainsail on Morwenna, the gaff has to be 

hoisted with the sail attached. This means hauling both peak and 

throat halyards at the same time, making it hard work for 4 of 

our TOG crew. 

Aboard Amber, one person could easily hoist the mainsail using 

the 2-speed self-tailing winch.  Morwenna`s halyards, sheets, 

outhauls and running backstays are operated from the deck. 

These, when tensioned with tackles and rolling hitches, are made 

fast to cleats. Reefing the mainsail is done by winding a handle 

at the mast end of the boom to rotate the boom and roll up the 

sail. 

As all halyards, sheets and reefing lines on Amber are led back 

to the cockpit and with the self tailing winches and clutches, all 

hauling can be easily done from there. 

(Such is progress and thank goodness for it…Ed) 
 
 

MARK DAVIS - TRAINING 

(07711 170451) 

 

mark@ashoresailing.co.uk 
Radio (Short Range Certificate – 

GMDSS etc.) 

First Aid 

Radar 

Sea Survival 

 

RYA/MCA SHOREBASED COURSES 

Day Skipper and Yachtmaster Coastal 
Intensive and Evening Classes 

Web site news 
The TOG website has a new page: 

 http://www.trent-offshore-group.co.uk/Current-News.html  

 

Visit this page now to see some of the latest pictures and 

comments sent in by members. If you have any sailing news and 

pictures you would like uploading then please forward to Mark:  

You can text to 0771 1170 451 or �  
mark@ashoresailing.co.uk 
 

Please visit our Website 

www.trent-offshore-group.co.uk 
 

Well worth a visit!! 

 

 

 

 
Sailing Programme 2011 

 

NON Members of TOG are welcome to join any of the following sailing programmes and will be invited to join the group as a 

temporary member for the year at an additional cost of £20 

TRIP BOOKING 
All the following 2011 TOG Sailex trips can be booked on line by following this link.  Please note some of these events are likely to 

be fully booked so you may wish to contact the Expeditions Master to confirm an available place before completing the online 

booking and sending the booking deposit to the Treasurer. 

 

https://spreadsheets.google.com/viewform?formkey=dGE5UTZUVzNCV1h6RVl2YUJPNll6bnc6MQ 

 

 

Booking 

Trip No. 

 

Trip Title/Description/ Skippers 

 

 

Dates 

TOG 

Member  

Costs 

 

Availability 

 

     

08/11 END OF SEASON SAILEX 
The traditional October “End of Season Sailex”.  We had fair 

weather last year – nothing promised for 2011 but we guarantee 

that you will get wet both inside and out.  A Last Chance to get 

afloat and enjoy a few days in good company before we all meet up 

for the Annual Dinner.  Booking held for two 2009/10 Beneteau 

37’s from Fairview Sailing. 

Skippers : TBA 

Charter Co. : Fairview Sailing 

Booking Contact : John Bryant, Expeditions Master 

Jke.bryant@gmail.com 

Tel: 0116 2376197   Mobile: 07971 281213 

 

 

 

Wednesday 

6
th

 Oct. To 

Sunday 10
th

 

Oct. 

 

 

 

 

£220 

 

 

 

OPEN 

 

John Bryant   145 Swithland Lane, Rothley, Leicestershire, LE7 7SH 

Expeditions Master,Trent Offshore GroupHome:- 0116 2376197    Mob:- 07971 281213   e-mail:  Jke.bryant@gmail.com    


